Services on the train.
Onboard catering
On certain trains guests enjoy SBB restaurants offering a choice of select dishes.
Swiss Classics as well as varying seasonal
meals are on offer at a flat rate. SBB restaurants are indicated on timetables by the
symbol O. There is an SBB bistro on the
lower deck of most InterCity double-deck
trains. Guests enjoy speciality coffees,
delightful pastries, cold and hot snacks as
well as refreshing drinks – either directly in
the bistro coach or to go at their seat. SBB
restaurants and SBB bistros are open from
06.30h to 21.00h.
Remain seated and relax in comfort and
convenience: Passengers in 1st class are
served at their seat on a number of train
connections. This service is offered daily
from 07.00h to 18.30h on InterCity and
EuroCity trains with an SBB Restaurant on
the following routes:
■■ Zürich–Brig / Brig–Zürich
■■ Zürich–Fribourg / Fribourg–Zürich
■■ Switzerland–Italy / Italy–Switzerland
■■ Switzerland–Munich / Munich–Switzerland
sbb.ch/en/rail-catering

Quiet zone
For passengers who prefer to remain undisturbed during their journey, the quiet compartment of 1st class is the right place to
go. Here travellers can read, work or simply
relax and enjoy the scenery of the journey
without interruptions by unwelcome noise.
Quiet zones are indicated “RZ” on timetables.
sbb.ch/en/station-services

Family coach “Ticki Park” – a playground
on wheels
All InterCity double-deck trains are equipped
with a jungle style family coach marked “FA”.
Mid-upper deck, these offer a playground
with fanciful jungle motives for children to
play and frolic around as much as they
please. Additionally, exciting board games
such as “Jungle Hunt” and “Snake Game”
have been installed on the upperdecks of
family coaches. The playing pieces for
those board games can be obtained from
SBB restaurant / bistro.
sbb.ch/en/station-services

Business zone
InterCity trains offer workspaces complete
with power supply, optimised data transfer,
amplifiers for mobile phone reception and
large work surfaces in 1st class. Trains
with business zone are indicated “BZ” on
timetables.
sbb.ch/en/station-services
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